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Abstra t. Interferen e from a tive users of the radio spe trum will al-

ways be a problem for radio astronomy, but areful planning, a tive data
monitoring, and a few data editing te hniques allow us to use a more
spe trum for s ien e than one might expe t. A good plan starts with
knowing what to expe t in the frequen y range that you want to use.
Then there are a number of re eiver options, signal pro essing on gurations, and observing strategies that will help to minimize the e e ts of
interferen e to your data. The degree to whi h you an remove interferen e from data after it is re orded depends onsiderably on having hosen
the best observing parameters before the observing run begins. Resear h
into real-time signal pro essing for interferen e ex ision o ers some hope
that future radio astronomy re eivers will better separate osmi signals
from man-made transmissions. Some of these ex ision te hniques under
investigation are reviewed.

1. Introdu tion
Many radio astronomers are a ustomed to observing in the prote ted radios
astronomy frequen y bands or at high enough frequen ies where radio frequen y
interferen e (RFI) is, at most, a minor annoyan e. To a large extent this will
ontinue to be the ase, but the advent of wider band re eivers and spe trometers and an in reasing desire to pursue s ien e outside of the prote ted bands
present new hallenges. A few frequen y ranges are so heavily lled with radio
transmitters that their use for astronomy is unrealisti . Other frequen y bands
are sparsely lled or used intermittently on time s ales from mi rose onds to
days. If the s ien e is important enough, a areful study of the spe trum and
RFI signal hara teristi s may permit observations that, at rst glan e, would
appear impra ti al. Even where interferen e is isolated in frequen y or is present
only a small fra tion of time, a little advan ed planning an de rease the fra tion
of data that must be dis arded due to RFI ontamination.
To fo us this dis ussion I will on entrate on spe tral line observing at
Are ibo and Green Bank. Many any of the same onsiderations apply to ontinuum and pulsar observations and to other observatories. Continuum observers
may want to onsider the use of a spe trometer for their observations at frequen ies where RFI is a problem sin e this o ers the possibility of reje ting
interferen e in the frequen y domain. Data rates and data volumes made this
impra ti al in the past, but faster pro essors and mu h larger storage apa ities
have hanged the pi ture onsiderably.
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Mu h of what I have to say will be self-evident, but it an serve as a he k
list for setting up an observing run when you know that RFI ould be a problem.
I en ourage you to develop your own te hniques and algorithms for interferen e
removal and ontribute these to the ommunity.

2. Early Planning
Several resour es are available at Are ibo and Green Bank for getting a preview
of the interferen e environment that you will en ounter. These are of most help
in writing your observing proposal and in ommuni ating with the observatory
sta before arriving for your observing run. If appropriate, learn the name of the
onta t for interferen e matter at the observatory, and make them aware of your
observing plans and the frequen ies that you expe t to use to give them a han e
o er advi e on re ent RFI experien e and, in a few spe ial ases, to oordinate
your observing times with users of the spe trum with whom a oordination
agreement exists. Don't rely on a omment on your observing proposal to at h
the eye of the lo al spe trum manager.
Both Are ibo and Green Bank have web pages devoted to interferen e matters that may be a essed from their home pages at the following addresses:
http://www.nai .edu li k [S ienti Users℄ [Spe trum Management℄
http://www.gb.nrao.edu li k [Quiet Zone℄ and [RFI Prote tion℄
Spend a little time browsing these web pages to familiarize yourself with the
RFI a tivities at the respe tive sites.

2.1. Spe trum surveys
The Are ibo Observatory has an antenna and spe trum analyzer on the hilltop
above the teles ope near the lab. This antenna provides a re ent survey of the
spe trum between 0 and 1450 MHz where the interferen e is most dense. These
measurements may be found at
http://www.nai .edu/ r user/smarg-hplots.html
There are also a number of statisti al plots and lists of frequen ies of known
signals seen in the two 20- m (L-band) re eiver frequen y ranges whi h an be
found at
http://www.nai .edu/ r user/smarg-vig1.html
At Green Bank spe trum surveys are available for the frequen y ranges of
most of the re eivers that were available on the 140-foot teles ope between 50
MHz and 3.4 GHz. These surveys were done with the FFT spe trometer at the
re eiver output with the teles ope pointed at the zenith. The spe tral resolution
was 40 kHz. The spe trum plots and an explanation of the data a quisition and
analysis may be found at
http://www.gb.nrao.edu/RFI/
A new spe trum survey of GBT re eivers is in the works.
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2.2. Coordination
Spe trum sharing is be oming a more frequently used spe trum mangement
tool, parti ularly in the allo ated bands where radio astronomy is a o-primary
or se ondary \servi e" in the band as de ned by the International Tele ommuni ations Union. At least one sharing agreement is already in pla e with the
Iridium satellite operators and others may be negotiated in the future. These
agreements usually require some sort of expe ted use fore asts from the observatories for s heduling purposes. Also, the Are ibo Observatory has established
informal oordination pro edures with users of the radio spe trum near the most
frequently used observing bands.
To make these oordination pro edures work, information about your expe ted frequen y use during your observing run should be provided to the observatory's spe trum management sta well in advan e of your observing run. At
the present time there are very few observing programs that will be a e ted by
oordination pro edures, but it is a good idea to he k the latest status of su h
agreements. The most frequently used oordinated band is at Are ibo below
1400 MHz where radar operators may be asked to limit their transmissions to
their lowest frequen ies when given suÆ ient noti e. See the web page
http://www.nai .edu/ r user/smarg- oord.html
for a des ription of urrent agreements.

2.3. Interferen e hara teristi s
The published spe trum survey, where available, will tell you roughly what to
expe t in the way of RFI in your observing band. If interferen e looks like it is
going to be a problem, you will want more detail about spe trum usage. Requests
to the observatory for more detailed measurements of parti ular parts of the
radio spe trum are wel ome with the aveats that the appropriate equipment
must be available and that the requests an be a ommodated within the work
load of the sta . This is an area where the dialogue between observers and
spe trum managers an be enhan ed with better ommuni ation. Well spe i ed
and limited requests are the most likely to be within the realm of possibility.
Both observatories are working to provide better information on urrent
spe trum use. A useful data set would be something like a time-frequen y matrix
of the teles ope re eiver output for the times of day when we expe t to make
our observations. A time resolution of one se ond and a frequen y resolution of
1 kHz seem like good starting points. Eight hours of oating point data in a
10 MHz wide spe trum would require 1.2 gigabytes of data storage, whi h isn't
unrealisti . From this we ould determine the fra tion of time whi h is likely to
be available for astronomi al measurements at ea h frequen y in the spe trum
and try summing portions of the data to look for very weak interferen e. With
a little more work we might identify many of the signals and infer a bit more
about the usage of this spe trum.
Of ourse, it is unlikely that we an ask for teles ope time for a spe trum
sample of this type. A lose approximation to the same sensitivity an be obtained with a well pla ed RFI sampling antenna and a reasonably low noise
preampli er. The typi al gain of radio teles ope sidelobes to RFI is about -10
dBi so a sampling antenna with 0 dBi gain and ten times the system temperature
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is roughly equivalent. The other half of the sensitivity equation is integration
time so the RFI sampling re eiver must be onne ted to an integrating ba kend, su h as a Fourier transform spe trometer or auto orrelator, rather than a
swept-frequen y spe trum analyzer. Only observer experien e and feedba k an
tell whether there is enough the bene t to the teles ope's s ien e to warrant the
allo ation to su h resour es.
Armed with the ideal spe trum information one an then ask the question,
whi h of the RFI signals are from li ensed users of the radio spe trum and whi h
are from in idental emissions from equipment in the vi inity of the observatory.
If the re eiving antenna is xed, and a signal does not hange mu h in intensity
over time, there's a good han e that it an be tra ked down and turned o .
This dete tive work an be time onsuming, but it has general bene ts to the
observatory's environment.

3. Observing Considerations
With a good pi ture of the interferen e environment you an plan your observing
strategies a ordingly. Some questions to begin answering are: What dynami
range is required of the spe trometer? What total bandwidth is feasible and
what frequen y resolution is required to isolate the interferen e? What time
resolution is ne essary to take advantage of interferen e-free intervals? Are there
any very strong signals that need to be avoided?

3.1. Spe trometer type and on guration
Some spe trometers are more robust to RFI signals than others. The two-bit
sampling auto orrelators at Are ibo and Green Bank and the six-bit sampling
FFT spe trometer at Green Bank are the extreme examples. An interfering signal whose power is a signi ant fra tion of the total noise power in the spe trum
will distort the output of a two-bit sampler and ause problems to the spe trum even well separated in frequen y from the o ending signal. The six-bit
FFT spe trometer an swallow a signal ten times the total noise power with
relatively little spe tral distortion well away from the strong signal. Both the
Are ibo and Green Bank auto orrelators have a three-bit sampling mode, whi h
has an intermediate dynami range. The penalty for using the spe trometers
with larger sampling words is that fewer spe tral hannels and/or narrower total
bandwidths are available. You need to look at the spe trometer spe i ations
to see what trade-o suits your needs best. At frequen ies where RFI is a major
onsideration the widest spe trometer bandwidths are often not ne essary, so
you an usually nd a useful ompromise.
Auto orrelators have a reputation for \ringing" of narrowband interferen e
than tends to destroy an entire spe trum that otherwise would be undistorted.
By this we mean that the instrumental pro le ( alled a point spread fun tion
by opti ians) of a single hannel of an auto orrelation spe trum is a sin(x)=x
fun tion, where x is the separation from the narrowband signal in number of
hannels. This looks like a damped sine wave on either side of the strong signal
than an over most of the spe trum. The ringing from weak to moderate signal
strengths an be e e tively suppressed with a \Hanning" onvolution fun tion.
Better onvolution fun tions are available to deal with stronger signals, but I
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am not aware of any investigations on whether sampler output distortions or
residual \ringing" is the limiting fa tor for strong signals. My guess is that
the modern 3-bit orrelators ould bene t from better onvolution fun tions, so
some of the spe tral \ringing" folklore is probably out of date.
In an FFT spe trometer the spe trum onvolution must be done in real
time. You do not have the option of hanging your mind about the onvolution
after the data are re orded as you do with an auto orrelator's spe trum. An
FFT spe trometer does not do the onvolution in the frequen y domain be ause
it is omputationally heaper to do the equivalent by tapering or windowing the
voltage samples fed into the FFT in the time domain. The taper fun tion must
be sele ted before your observing begins. Be ause tapering underweights some
of the data entering the FFT, some loss of sensitivity is asso iated with tapering.
This is another trade-o to weigh in your observing setup.
At frequen ies where interferen e is not a problem, spe trum integrations
of 60 se onds or more before storing a data unit on disk are ommonly used to
keep the re orded data volume reasonably small. If, from a high-time-resolution
spe trum sample, you nd that shorter integrations are ne essary to make use of
RFI-free intervals, a mu h shorter integration time may be justi ed. On-the- y
mapping uses integration times as short as 100 millise onds or so, so it is not
ompletely unreasonable to do the same for RFI editing. There may not be a
great deal to be gained from really short time resolutions so onsider the merits
arefully before being presented with a tru kload of Exabyte tapes or CDs.
At some time s ale less than a se ond or so it makes more sense to throw
away ontaminated data in real time. Several possibilities urrently exist, although they are not in ommon use or have not been tried at all. At Are ibo
Bill Sisk and olleagues have built a very e e tive blanking pulse generator that
syn hronizes itself with the 1330/1350 MHz FAA radar signal at Pi o del Este
(Hagen, 1988). When this pulse is applied to the auto orrelator it turns o the
spe trum integrators for a sele ted time interval, typi ally 512 mi rose onds, to
allow the radar pulse and e hoes to lear out of the orrelator delay line before
resuming integration. The radar pulses are spa ed about 3 millise onds apart so
not too mu h data is lost. Be aware, however, that in its urrent on guration
the auto orrelator waits until it has integrated for the spe i ed amount of time
before re ording it on disk so the lo k time duration of a s an will be extended
proportionately.
Another blanking possibility is that the Iridium satellite system provides a
blanking pulse for the duration of 50% of the 90-millise ond on-o period of the
transmission y le. During the o fra tion the satellites are not transmitting
in the 1612-1625 MHz band so, in prin iple this time is available for radio astronomy. The useful interval available is smaller than 45 millise onds be ause of
the di eren es in delays to various satellites in the sky. The two orrelators in
Are ibo and Green Bank and the FFT spe trometer in Green Bank an a ept
this blanking pulse, but it is not ommonly used so ample noti ation needs to
be given to the sta to implement and test it.
Any other blanking pulse that an be generated in syn hronism with burst
type interferen e is a andidate for use with one of the spe trometers. At present
no others are routinely provided, mainly be ause there has been no spe i
requirement. The FFT spe trometer at Green Bank has a built-in burst dete tor
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that proved reasonably e e tive on lightning interferen e, but it was so hard to
set up that it fell into disuse. It may be resurre ted in a more modern form as
priorities di tate.

3.2. Re eiver lters
A radio astronomy re eiver typi ally has a total ampli er gain of 100 dB or
more. Hen e, a strong interfering signal will overload the re eiver somewhere in
the ampli er hain if it is not rst attenuated by a frequen y-sele tive lter. A
few signals, like the radar signals near 1300 MHz at Are ibo and Green Bank
and a few satellite signals an overload re eivers in the teles ope far sidelobes
after only 40 to 50 dB of re eiver gain. These signals require lters immediately
following the ooled low-noise ampli er stages. When a re eiver overloads it is
not useful anywhere in its passband.
Che k the published frequen y lists of known strong signals and onsult
with the observatory sta about the optimum lter and frequen y onversion
setup for the frequen ies that you intend to use. A standard setup for the
re eiver that you intend to use probably takes into a ount the existen e of
known strong signals, but it's a good idea to understand to lter on guration
that you will be using. If you don't have a blo k diagram of the re eiver system,
ask for one, or ask someone to draw one for you. Many observers take for granted
that the re eiver works and don't parti ularly are about the details, so we have
fallen out of the habit of providing lots of system information. In demanding
situations, su h as a high RFI environment, you shouldn't be shy about asking
to understand more about your observing setup. Most engineers will be pleased
that you are interested.
Keep in mind that all mixers have two sidebands. If the sidebands are not
very well separated in frequen y, the unwanted (image) sideband may not be
suppressed suÆ iently to reje t a strong signal in its frequen y range. Singlesideband mixers are espe ially vulnerable to unwanted sideband interferen e
be ause they are limited to about 30 dB of image reje tion. The FFT spe trometer uses a single-sideband mixer in its onversion to baseband, so pay spe ial
attention to this one. Think about arranging an RF or IF lter to reje t signals
that would appear in the unwanted sideband. See the se tion on diagnosti s below for a dis ussion on how to determine whether an interfering signal is leaking
through an unwanted sideband.

3.3. Opti al bers
A subtle dynami range issue has been introdu ed in to the re eiver equation by
the use of analog opti al bers for the transmission of wideband signals from the
teles ope re eiver room to the ontrol room. Present day opti al ber modems
have a very high equivalent noise temperature on the order of 5x106 Kelvins
so they require about 80 dB of gain ahead of them. A strong RFI signal an
overload the ampli er stage immediately before the modem or the modem itself.
Whenever possible, use the narrowest available lter before the input to the
ber modem that will pass your observing frequen y band. As with all re eiver
stages, don't use any more gain ahead of the ber modem than is ne essary to
a hieve a good overall noise performan e. We tend to on entrate on optimum
re eiver temperature and use a little more gain throughout the syatem than is
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absolutely ne essary, so there may be some room for dynami range optimization
in tight RFI situations.

3.4. Diagnosti s and reporting
On e an observing run has begun there isn't mu h time to deal with interferen e
problems be ause you will want to be on entrating on s ien e issues. Unless
the data are ompletely wiped out, we annot expe t an observer to spend mu h
time diagnosing RFI. Nevertheless, the observatory sta would like to hear about
interferen e during your observing run and to know as mu h about the observing
setup and interferen e hara teristi s as possible. If you have time to run a few
diagnosti s, all the better. Sometimes the RFI is generated lo ally or even within
the re eiver itself, and there many be something that an be done about it with
prompt noti ation.
The following information about observed RFI is parti ularly helpful:
Frequen y - What is the exa t measured sky frequen y of the signal?
At what frequen y does this same signal appear in the IF(s) and/or
baseband? What sideband are you using, if you have a hoi e? If you
move the observing enter frequen y, does the signal remain xed in
sky frequen y, intermediate frequen y, or neither?
Time - When is the interferen e seen? What is its duration or other
temporal hara teristi s? Is it pulsed, steady, modulated, or periodi ?
Bandwidth - Is the signal unresolved in your spe trum or does it
have frequen y stru ture? Does it drift in frequen y with time?
Sample spe tra of the interferen e with learly marked frequen y
and intensity axes are very helpful.
Dire tion - Does the signal have any dependen e on the pointing
dire tion of the teles ope?
Polarization - Is the signal stronger in one polarization than the
other? Does this hange with time, teles ope position, or feed rotation?
Observing onditions - What integration time, swit hing mode, polarization, LO settings, and lter sele tions were you using? Are
there any other parameters that might be relevant?
The purpose of this information is to isolate the sour e of the interferen e.
If the RFI sour e is external to the teles ope it will generally vary in intensity
with time, teles ope orientation, and polarization. If the signal enters the system
ahead of the rst mixer it will have a onstant sky frequen y but its intermediate
frequen y will hange when the rst LO frequen y is hanged. If the signal's
intermediate frequen y hanges in the opposite dire tion from what you expe t,
it is entering through the unwanted sideband. If the RFI signal's intermediate
frequen y hanges by more than or a stange multiple of the LO frequen y hange,
the interfering signal may be the result of a spurious mixing produ t in the
re eiver system.
The signal's bandwidth is a good hint to its origin. Very narrowband signals at telltale frequen ies, su h as exa t integer multiples of 1, 5, 10 or 100
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MHz, usually originate somewhere in the observatory. Broadband signals without mu h frequen y stru ture are often asso iated with lightning, relay ar ing,
welders, uores ent lights, ignition noise, et . This type of radiation an often
be identi ed by its temporal stru ture. For example, heater thermostat relays
typi ally y le on a 3 to 20 minute period, and ignition noise has a pulse frequen y asso iated with gasoline engine speed. Most broadband noise is stronger
at lower frequen ies, mostly below 1 GHz.
The spe trum of RFI from omputers and other digital equipment is a
mixture of narrow and broadband emissions with the narrowband spikes being
spa ed at intervals from kilohertz to many megahertz. There is usually some
periodi ity to the narrowband frequen ies, but there will also be a jumble of
spikes that don't t any well-de ned pattern. A ommon pre on eption is that
omputers radiate primarily at their CPU lo k frequen y, but the intensity
at this frequen y is often no higher than at a lot of other frequen ies in the
spe trum. Most digital RFI is strongest below a few hundred megahertz, but
strong digital noise an be seen to several gigahertz and above.
The signals from a tive users of the radio spe trum ome in a wide variety
of bandwidths and temporal hara teristi s. These are beyond the s ope of
this le ture so I suggest that you onta t the observatory's spe trum manager
for information on the signals expe ted in your observing frequen y range. The
experien e of lo al RFI experts an also be very helpful in identifying interfering
signals.

4. Data Redu tion
I think it is fair to say that, urrently, there are very few tools available for RFI
mitigation in the standard data analysis pa kages, mainly be ause there has
been little demand. There are many reasons for this. No single or well-de ned
solutions to RFI ex ision exist. Automated ex ision has tended to be only
marginally e e tive. Data rates and storage volumes have not been adequate
for RFI isolation. Finally, observers tend to avoid RFI or be resigned to its
existen e. If the s ien e warrants a greater e ort on RFI mitigation, interested
observers an gradually hange this situation by being spe i about the RFI
problems that need to be solved and by ontributing any tools for RFI ex ision
at the data analysis level that they nd to be e e tive.

4.1. Convolution/ACF tapering
As mentioned earlier, the native instrumental pro le of a hannel in an auto orrelation spe trum is sin(x)=x. This fun tion has quite signi ant amplitude
many hannels away from a narrowband signal, whi h means that a strong interfering signal an a e t a large portion of the spe trum. This instrumental pro le
an be made to fall o mu h more rapidly by either onvolving the spe trum
with an appropriate fun tion or tapering the auto orrelation fun tion before
performing the Fourier transform to produ e the power spe trum. The most
ommon onvolution fun tion, alled a Hanning fun tion, is a [0.25, 0.5, 0.25℄
weight of three adja ent hannels. This is omputationally easy to do and is
quite suÆ ient for interferen e of modest intensity. More sophisti ated suppression of the instrumental pro le sidelobes is probably better done with tapers
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to the auto orrelation fun tion. A few useful taper fun tions may be found in
Rabiner and Gold (1975). One or more of these should be added to the standard
data analysis pa kages.

4.2. Manual editing
The most ommon form RFI ex ision in data analysis onsists of manually deleting spe tra that are obviously ontaminated more extensively than average. If
there aren't too many data re ords per s an, this an be done by simply examining ea h re ord and deleting ontaminated spe tra from the average of all
spe tra in ea h s an. Keep in mind that deleting a data re ord will hange the
e e tive time over whi h the data are averaged. If you are using total power
on-o position swit hing, it is often a good idea to delete orresponding re ords
in the on and o s an pair, even though only one of the two re ords is a e ted.
The preserves the intrinsi symmetry of the on-o pair that is often important to
a urately subtra t baseline distortions due to hanging ground or atmospheri
noise input to the system.
A more informative and exible way of editing data is to display the data
from one or a pair of s ans on a grey s ale plot of frequen y vs time, where
ea h line in the plot is a spe trum from a single data re ord. Even if you have
re orded a large number of data re ords per s an by sele ting a short integration
time, the data will generally t ni ely on a single image. Weak interferen e that
is distributed over adja ent pixels will tend to stand out better in a grey-s ale
plot as will subtle large-s ale hanges in the spe tra over the s an. RFI an
be edited with a few graphi al tools, su h as drawing a box around data in
the time-frequen y domain or marking ranges of data re ords for deletion. If
you delete an isolated domain in both time and frequen y spa e, the frequen y
hannels that have less data in the s an average will have a higher rms noise
value. This will lead to artifa ts in your spe trum that you must be areful
not to interpret as real signals. Deleting all re ords at a given frequen y isn't
terribly useful sin e this just leaves a hole in the averaged spe trum.
A useful grey-s ale display requires that the re eiver gain be normalized
a ross the spe trum. A good normalizing spe trum may be hard to derive if
interferen ing signals are present for the whole s an sin e they will tend to get
normalized out of the display. One an play a few tri ks, su h as averaging or
median ltering the normalization spe trum in the frequen y domain to a entuate narrowband signals in the grey-s ale display.
With or without e e tive data editing, we'd like to have some measure of
the quality of data that went into a s an average. Displays of the peak, rms, and
statisti al asymmetry of ea h spe tral hannel's data are a few quality measures
that an be useful. Sin e most astronomi al signals are weakly polarized, a
omparison of intensities in the two re eiver polarization hannels an be a very
useful ag for the presen e of weak interferen e.

4.3. Algorithms
Automating the pro ess of manually editing data to remove RFI is surprisingly
diÆ ult. It is hard to dupli ate all of the fa tors that go into a judgement
about whi h data are valid and whi h are ontaminated. An editing algorithm
requires one or more unambiguous properties that distinguish RFI from normal
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data. The more noise-like an interfering signal looks in its intensity distribution,
the more diÆ ult it is to remove from data. An e e tive algorithm often needs
more than a few built-in assumptions about the nature of the interferen e that
it is intended to remove.
If an interfering signal is strong and either on or o , it an be dete ted
and reje ted with a threshold algorithm. Either a range of hannels around the
interferen e frequen y or entire spe tra may be dis arded when the interfering
signal is dete ted.
A more likely situation is that an RFI signal will vary ontinuously and randomly in intensity from strong to undete table. A threshold dete tion algorithm
will not dis ard weak interferen e whi h will usually appear quite prominent in
the integrated spe trum for the full s an. If the interferen e has a fairly low
duty y le, say less than 30%, using a median instead of a mean average for
ea h hannel in the s an may be more e e tive. The noise in a median is not
mu h worse than for a mean as long as the amplitude distribution for ea h spe tral hannel is very nearly gaussian. If there is a gain drift whi h is a signi ant
fra tion of the standard deviation of individual hannel noise in one re ord, the
median spe trum for a s an will be onsiderably noisier than a mean spe trum
without interferen e. If the gain variations are uniform a ross the spe trum,
ea h re ord's spe trum may be normalized to an average gain before omputing
the median for ea h hannel.
Simply dis arding spe tral hannels in the s an average that ontain RFI is
usually not very useful be ause the astronomi al information in those hannels is
then lost. However, if you an a ord to re ord spe tra with mu h better spe tral
resolution than is required by the s ien e, then very narrowband interferen e may
be removed by repla ing isolated hannels with averages of adja ent hannels.
Sin e one's eye an ignore isolated hannel interferen e, this type of reje tion
tends to be of a osmeti nature.

5. Real-Time RFI Ex ision
Su essful ex ision of interferen e with data editing relies on the fa t that the
interferen e is present for a reasonably small fra tion of the time within the time
resolution that one an a ord to re ord for later pro essing. If the RFI is present
most or all of the time at the frequen ies of interest, then it must be isolated
in the spatial domain or some ombination of time and spatial domains that
learly distinguish it from the natural osmi signals. A simple example would
be to pla e an antenna null in the dire tion of the interfering signal so that the
radio teles ope doesn't see it.
A tive nulling of interferen e has been used by the radar, ommuni ations,
and a ousti s industries for some time. Noise- an elling headphones are a good
example. While some of their basi te hniques are appli able to radio astronomy,
the degree to whi h interferen e must be reje ted is quite di erent. Astronomi al
signals are almost invariably at the dete tion limit of our instruments after many
minutes of signal integration. A weak interfering signal is nearly as destru tive
as a strong one and an even be more harmful be ause of its subtle nature than
an lead to false dete tions. A 10 dB redu tion in a ousti noise an be quite
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useful be ause the desired signal is well above the dete tion threshold. The
luxury of moderately strong signals in radio astronomy is all too rare.
In the past few years resear h into signal pro essing te hniques for reje ting
interferen e in radio astronomi al re eiving systems has be ome quite a tive.
Initial results are en ouraging, but they have also un overed the omplexities
that must be understood and a ounted for before appli ations are ommonly
available to observers. A few of the lines of pursuit are brie y outlined below.

5.1. Addition of information
As a rule, the information available in the radio teles ope data stream is insufient to distinguish interferen e from astronomi al signals. Even the simplest
data editing adds the bit of information that the interferen e is variable in intensity and the astronomi al signal is not. If the interfering signal is too weak
to dete t with short integrations, this added information is insuÆ ient. Any
te hnique or a priori knowledge about RFI that enhan es our ability to dete t
it will also in rease our ability to reje t it.
Similarly, any property of RFI that leanly isolates it from osmi signals
o ers the possibility of building a lter that reje ts the RFI but passes the
astronomi al information. The following te hniques use some form of RFI signal
enhan ement and signal isolation.

5.2. Possible te hniques
Blanking On time s ales mu h less than one se ond it be omes diÆ ult to store
data with suÆ ient time resolution to remove RFI with data editing. In that
ase data reje tion in the time domain must be done in real time. Two examples
where this is e e tive are on pulsed radar and Iridium satellite transmissions as
mentioned in the \Spe trometer type and on guration" se tion. Radars typially transmit pulses of 2 to 200 mi rose onds in length with the pulses spa ed
by about 3 millise onds. After about 500 mi rose onds most of the dete table
e hoes from nearby re e tions have died away, and the time thereafter, until the
next pulse, is available for astronomi al measurements. The blanking generator must know the radar's pulse spa ing sequen e so that it is only required to
tra k slow drifts in the pulse generation lo k. Blanking on individually dete ted
pulses is ine e tive be ause the weak pulses are below the dete tion threshold
but add up to a signi ant feature in the integrated spe trum.
Blanking on time s ales mu h less than one millise ond is problemati with
urrent spe trometers be ause they require ontiguous runs of data samples for
intervals greater than the inverse of their frequen y resolution. For example,
5 kHz resolution requires a 200 mi rose ond minimum data window. A spe trometer that works with non- ontiguous data samples is on eivable, but none
presently exist.
Radar and Iridium signals have frequen y stru ture that is parti ularly
bothersome to astronomi al spe tral lines, so these interfering signal must be
suppressed well below the dete tion threshold. Some forms of broadband pulsed
interferen e, su h as lightning an ignition noise, does not have so mu h stru ture
on frequen y s ales less than a few MHz so some residual interferen e may be
tolerable. For this type of RFI pulse-by-pulse dete tion is ne essary be ause of
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the unpredi table pulse timing, but this may provide enough suppression to be
useful, parti ularly if some antenna gain an be added to the dete tion re eiver.
Can ellation Any signal in a radio re eiver an be an elled by nding a lean
opy of the signal and adding it to the re eiver signal path with the appropriate
amplitude and reversed phase. One way to obtain a opy of an interfering
signal is to re eive it with a high gain antenna that has little or no response in
the dire tion of the astronomi al obje t being observed (Barnbaum & Bradley,
1998). The referen e opy of the signal must have a relatively high signal-to-noise
ratio to produ e adequate suppression and to avoid adding noise to the system
from the referen e re eiver hannel. The referen e signal must be pro essed by a
fairly omplex lter to repli ated the delay of the interfering signal re eived in the
main radio teles ope re eiver. In many ases the RFI signal in both the main and
referen e hannels will arrive through several or even many propagation paths,
ea h with its own delay and attenuation (Fisher, 2001). This ompli ated delay
and attenuation must be dupli ated in the referen e hannel lter. The relative
phase and amplitude of the main and referen e hannel RFI signals will hange
with time, sometimes quite rapidly, so an adaptive feedba k s heme is ne essary
to maintain an ellation.
Another method, alled parametri an ellation, involves deriving a opy
of the interfering signal from detailed knowledge of the transmitted signal.
Then only a few, slowly varying parameters, su h as intensity and delay, need
to be solved for and tra ked in real time. Ellingson, Bunton & Bell, (2000)
showed this te hnique to be quite e e tive at suppressing the signal from one of
the GLONASS satellites re eived in the sidelobes of the Australia Teles ope
Compa t Array. The satellite signal had one learly dominant propagation
path whi h required a solution for delay, phase, Doppler shift, and amplitude
roughly every tenth of a se ond. The GLONASS signal has a omplex phaseswit hed signal stru ture, but the swit hing sequen e is entirely predi table for
20-millise ond intervals. From the derived parameters a digitally synthesized
version of the interfering signal was produ ed and added to the sampled teles ope output to a hieve RFI suppression below the dete tion level in ten se onds
of integration.
Null steering A radio teles ope is quite e e tive at suppressing RFI in the spatial domain by having 50 or 60 dB more gain in the dire tion of an astronomi al
sour e than in the dire tion of an interfering transmitter. Unfortunately, many
interfering signals are onsiderably stronger than 60 dB above our dete tion
threshold. In prin iple, one an reate nulls in the teles ope antenna pattern
for sele ted interfering sour es, either by adding the signal from one or more
null-produ ing auxiliary antennas in the ase of single-dish radio teles opes or
by properly weighting the signal from an array of antennas that make up a
radio teles ope. In may ways the signal pro essing to produ e spatial nulls is
very mu h like the an ellation te hnique with a referen e antenna des ribed
above. Many of the same signal-to-noise ratio and adaptive requirements apply. One extra fa tor that enters into steering nulls in an array is that the
desired astronomi al signal may also be suppressed unless extra restri tions on
the null-steering algorithm are enfor ed.
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The on ept of null-steering is learest when the interfering signal arrives
from a well-de ned dire tion. When signi ant multi-path propagation is present,
as mentioned above, the required nulls are not simply in the spatial domain.
They exist in the ombined spatial-temporal domain. An interfering signal arriving from many dire tions is oherent with itself, but it may be an elled
only by the proper ombinations of delay and amplitude from array elements or
main teles ope and auxiliary antennas. These ombinations do not produ e a
dire tional null in spa e.
Post- orrelation The equivalent to real-time signal an ellation using a referen e antenna may be done with post- orrelation data sin e the phase and
amplitude of the main radio teles ope and referen e signals are preserved in
the ross- orrelation pro ess. Briggs, Bell & Kesteven (2000) give the details of
the RFI subtra tion mathemati s and show examples on data re orded at the
Parkes radio teles ope. One advantage of post- orrelation interferen e subtra tion is that the data may be pro essed o -line and iteratively optimized for the
best an ellation parameters, if ne essary. Aside from the orrelation pro ess itself, the data pro essing requirements, in numbers of arithmeti al ulations per
se ond, an be mu h less for post- orrelation interferen e subtra tion than for
real-time adaptive an elling sin e the orrelation produ ts may be integrated
for as long as the interfering signal is stable in phase and amplitude, typi ally
on the order of a se ond.

5.3. Where to from Here
There is no magi bullet for for RFI ex ision. For the foreseeable future a
somewhat di erent approa h may be required for ea h interfering signal type
depending on how it is distributed in the time, frequen y, and spatial domains
as seen from the radio teles ope. A te hnique that works well for pulsar observations may not be adequate for spe tral line measurements. As we gain more
experien e with signal pro essing te hniques for removing RFI some ommon
tools will emerge. This is an interesting resear h topi , and I en ourage anyone
who is interested to join the e ort.
A fairly omprehensive ompilation of RFI mitigation work in radio astronomy may be found at the following web site:
http://www.atnf.CSIRO.AU/SKA/intmit/
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